Naviceram,
the ERP of
reference for the
ceramic sector

What is Naviceram?

Developed on Microsoft Dynamics 365
Business Central, Naviceram is the most
complete, agile and efficient solution for
the tile industry. Its aim is to optimise the
internal business management of ceramic
manufactures and distributors, offering a

high level usability and allowing users to
take faster decisions.
It is, therefore, a simple system that
takes into account all the specific needs
of the tile sector and allows them to
solve multiple problems.

Problems solved by
Naviceram
The ceramic sector has to face a specific casuistry that many times cannot be atended
by a standard management software:

Deposits supply

Stock control and
organisation of logistics
processes

Management of
external manufacturing
for its processing

Definition of flexible
systems of commissions to representatives
and their subsequent
settlement

Control and costeffectiveness of
advertising installations
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Principal functionalities

Products

Manufacturing

Solution for shades, calibers, qualities,
multiple packagings and palletizations
Series, formats, product types, material
types, etc.
Several units of measurement depending
on whether it is: sale, purchase or
location

Material list and supply planning
Orders and production routes
Automatic production and
purchase orders
Configuration of items, limited
loads and machine centres

Sales rates, discounts and promotions
Reservations (multiple options)

Commercial management
Customers

Warehouse
Different locations and bins (fixed
and random)

Extended prices and discounts
Automatic and Periodic Billing

Deposit warehouses

Packaging

Production scheduling

International reserve management
Commissions
Various types of commission calculation

External production management

Liquidation of commissions, reports
and status of liquidation

Order of finished material

Commercial-supplier relationship

Information of the material to be shipped and
preparation in the warehouse

Automatic generation of purchase
invoice (commission)

Material delivery note
Quality control in external processes

Risks
Credit operations
Reports
Insurance Companies

Advertising items
Advertising elements
Profitability reports

Exporting documentation
Multiple languages
Samples
Profitability reports

Pre-Invoice Generation

Deposits
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